
Appendix 1

Turnout and the allocation of seats to Länder

The Electoral Law prescribes the total number of seats in the Bundestag.
Since 2002 this has been 596, plus any additional surplus seats (of which
there were five in the Bundestag election in 2002). Since these 596 seats
are divided on a 50:50 basis between constituency seats and seats allocated
from party lists, it might be assumed that each Land should also have an
equal number of constituency seats and list seats (apart from any surplus
seats at a particular election). However, two factors can render this
assumption false.

First, constituency seats are allocated to each Land based on its total
population of German citizens. In the redistribution of seats which was
necessarily combined with the reduction in the size of the Bundestag from
656 following reunification to 596, every Land lost some constituency
seats, but the ‘new’ Länder of the former GDR had to lose proportionally
more seats because of greater declines in population. For example,
Bremen, Hamburg, Saarland and Schleswig-Holstein lost only one seat
each, whereas every ‘new’ Land lost two seats each, except Saxony, which
lost three. (Berlin, a mixture of the former GDR and the ‘old’FRG, lost just
one seat). Saxony-Anhalt, Brandenburg and Thuringia have approxi-
mately the same population each as Schleswig-Holstein (and each of these
Länder has ten constituency seats), while Mecklenburg-Vorpommern
(now seven constituencies) has a similar population size to Hamburg
(which has six constituencies). However, the allocation of list seats to each
Land depends on turnout of voters in the election. So if a Land has a rela-
tively high proportion of inhabitants below voting age, it will secure fewer
list seats than constituency seats even if its turnout rate is average. This is
because a turnout rate of 75 per cent of the electorate may mean only 50
per cent of the inhabitants voting in the case of that Land, compared to the
same turnout representing 60 per cent of the inhabitants in some other
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Land of equal population size but possessed of fewer citizens below voting
age.

Second, turnout rates vary substantially among the Länder, and espe-
cially between the ‘new’ Länder in what was formerly the GDR, which
have tended to have relatively low turnout rates, and the ‘old’ Länder of
western Germany. In 2002, as in every Bundestag election since reunifi-
cation, turnout rates in all the Länder of eastern Germany were below
those of the western German Länder. In western Germany, turnout in
2002 was 80.7 per cent; in eastern Germany it was 72.8 per cent. The
average for the whole FRG was 79.1 per cent. The lowest turnout in a Land
in western Germany was in Bremen (78.9 per cent) and the highest in
eastern Germany was Thuringia (74.8 per cent). 

This meant that in the 2002 election every Land in eastern Germany
(including Berlin) had fewer list seats than constituency seats, and every
Land in western Germany more list seats than constituency seats, apart
from Schleswig-Holstein, Bremen and Rhineland-Pfalz, which had equal
numbers of list and constituency seats. The ratio in Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern was only 42.9 per cent of the list seats which it should have
had on an equality basis (three list seats, seven constituencies), and
Brandenburg had only 60 per cent of its ‘normal’ allowance (six list seats,
ten constituency seats). Lower Saxony, on the other hand, had 17 per cent
more list seats (thirty-four, compared to twenty-nine constituencies) and
Bavaria 15.9 per cent more (fifty-one list seats, but only forty-four con-
stituency seats), mainly because of high relative turnout.

The uneven ratios of list seats compared to constituency seats in
eastern Germany is one reason why since 1990 such a high proportion of
surplus seats has been found in the ‘new’ Länder. It becomes easier for one
party to win all the constituency seats on fewer than 50 per cent of the
vote, and there are insufficient list seats to provide proportional represen-
tation for other parties. In 1990 all six surplus seats, in 1994 thirteen of
the sixteen, in 1998 nine out of thirteen and in 2002 four out of five were
in Länder in eastern Germany (see Appendix 2).
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Appendix 2

The causes of surplus seats at 
Bundestag elections

The phenomenon of surplus seats (Überhangmandate) received little
attention prior to the reunification of Germany. At no election before
1990 were there more than five such seats (in 1961). In the elections
between 1965 and 1976 there were no such seats. In no election did
surplus seats come close to playing a role in deciding which party or coali-
tion of parties would possess a majority in the Bundestag. 

In 1990, things changed. At that election there were six surplus seats. In
1994 there were sixteen and in 1998 thirteen such seats. In 2002 the
number of surplus seats fell to five. In 1994 surplus seats almost decided
whether the Kohl government (a coalition of the Christian Democrats and
the liberal FDP) could continue to govern, since twelve surplus seats went
to the CDU and only four to the SPD, a net gain of eight seats for the CDU.
These extra eight seats gave the governing coalition 341 seats, the other
parties (SPD, Greens and PDS) 331: a majority of ten seats which, without
surplus seats, would otherwise have been a majority of just two seats. In
2002 the net gain of three surplus seats (four for the SPD, one for the
CDU) enlarged the majority of the SPD–Green coalition from six seats to
nine seats. So in both 1994 and 2002 small shifts in voting behaviour, or
the addition or subtraction of a small number of surplus seats, could have
prevented the incumbent coalition government from continuing in office.

Surplus seats distort the proportionality of the German electoral system
since, unlike electoral systems in the Länder (see chapter 6), there is no
provision for ‘equalisation’ seats to be allocated to other parties. If a party
in a Land election in, for example, Thuringia or Baden-Württemberg, is
allocated surplus seats, then further additional seats are awarded to other
parties until proportionality of the overall allocation of seats is restored.
In Bundestag elections, that does not occur. Apart from the 5 per cent
requirement for qualification for allotments of list seats, this is the only
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significant distortion of what otherwise is a system of accurate propor-
tional representation of parties. In 2002 the SPD (the principal benefici-
ary of surplus seats) was awarded one seat for every 73,644 votes. The CSU
needed 74,336 votes and the CDU 74,548 for each seat. The Greens needed
74,697 and the FDP 75,265 votes for each seat.

The causes of surplus seats are varied. One cause is the different basis
for calculating how many constituency seats each Land possesses (accord-
ing to its population), contrasted with the number of its list seats (based
on voting turnout). So, even ignoring differences in turnout, discrepan-
cies in these two factors of total population and population of voting age
can result in some Länder having more, and others fewer, constituency
seats compared to list seats (see Appendix 1). When differential turnout
is added into the equation, that discrepancy can increase considerably. In
2002, Saxony-Anhalt had ten constituency seats, but only eight list seats.
The SPD in that Land won all ten constituencies (56 per cent of seats) but
obtained only 43 per cent of list votes: so was entitled to no more than
eight seats. The two additional seats became surplus seats in the calcula-
tion of total seats won by the SPD.

Vote-splitting is another factor. Since list seats (and the total number
of seats for a party) are awarded on the basis of second votes, but constit-
uency seats are won by first votes, discrepancies in a party’s share of first
and second votes can give it more constituency victories than its share of
second votes would justify. The biggest parties (CDU and SPD) tend to
have more first votes than second votes, since ‘vote-splitters’ (see chapter
5) are either supporters of those larger parties who ‘lend’ their second
vote to the smaller coalition partner party (usually now the FDP for the
CDU, the Greens for the SPD), or supporters of those smaller parties
voting ‘rationally’ with their first vote for a constituency candidate of the
larger coalition partner likely to win the seat. So even if a party wins all
ten constituency seats in a Land with 50 per cent of first votes, and assum-
ing a total of twenty seats in that Land, then if it only has 45 per cent of
list votes (an entitlement of nine seats in total), one of its constituency
victories would constitute a surplus seat. Indeed, a party can win all the
constituency seats (generally 45–55 per cent of seats available in a Land)
on a relatively small share of the list votes in that Land. In Saxony in 2002
there were seventeen constituency seats and twelve list seats, making a
total of twenty-nine seats. Though winning only 33.6 per cent of list votes,
the CDU in Saxony in 2002 won thirteen of the seventeen constituencies
in that Land. Thirteen as a percentage of twenty-nine is 45 per cent. So
one of the constituency seats was a surplus seat for the CDU. 
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Saxony was also affected by a third causal factor: the strength of ‘third
parties’. So in several constituencies the PDS obtained between 18 and 20
per cent of constituency votes, without winning a seat. The SPD in seats
won by the CDU sometimes obtained between 30 per cent and 34 per
cent. So CDU constituency seats were often won with only between 33
and 40 per cent of first votes.

Finally, in Länder with very small numbers of seats, such as Bremen
(2002: four seats in total), a surplus seat can arise because the method of
calculating seats results in large arithmetic remainders, and one of these
can give rise to a surplus seat, as happened in Bremen in 1994. Indeed, it
has been calculated that, in certain circumstances, a paradox can arise. If
a party which, having won most of the constituency seats in a Land, had
polled fewer list votes in that Land than it actually did, it could end up
with extra seats in total (assuming the same national total of votes in each
case). This is because it would retain all the constituency seats, more of
which would become surplus seats, but win additional seats in other
Länder because of the method of allocating a party’s seats among the
Land lists.

There is an almost metaphysical dispute as to which kind of seats are
surplus seats. Some claim that they are constituency seats (after all, the
party wins more such seats than its total allocation in that Land, so it
would seem that the constituency seats are ‘surplus’). Others point out
that the number of constituency seats remains constant with or without
surplus seats, so that the extra seats are additional list seats. Therefore
surplus seats must be list seats won inequitably by the benefiting party
(though which list seats these are is difficult to establish for, by definition,
they are not in the Land where the surplus seats seem to have been won).
The Constitutional Court seemed to favour, implicitly, the first interpre-
tation. In 1998 it ruled unanimously that in a Land where a party has won
surplus seats, should a vacancy occur – by, for example, the death of an
MdB from that party – no successor can fill the vacancy until the number
of seats for that party in that Land returns to normal. This applies
whether the vacancy is in a constituency seat or on the party Land list. So
in 1998 the Bundestag began with 669 MdBs (the standard 656 plus thir-
teen surplus seat MdBs). In 2002 it had been reduced to 665, because four
vacancies had remained unfilled following the 1998 Constitutional Court
ruling.
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Appendix 3

The ‘three-seat’ alternative to the 
5 per cent requirement

There is a ‘three-seat’ alternative to the requirement that parties must
obtain 5 per cent of list votes to qualify for an allocation of list seats. This
dates back to the 1949 Bundestag election, where winning one constitu-
ency was sufficient to by-pass the 5 per cent requirement (which then
operated in each Land separately). The justification for this alternative
qualification was that a party which showed local or regional strength,
sufficient to win a constituency, should be given proportional represen-
tation in the Bundestag. In 1956 the law changed, so that parties from
then on required three seats within the FRG to by-pass the 5 per cent
requirement. However, critics point to the fact that a party need not win
three seats in the same region: they could be in Hamburg, Saxony and
Saarland, so the justification on the grounds of regional strength is
demonstrably invalid. Critics claim that there is no justification for a
party with 4 per cent of list votes (but three constituency victories) being
awarded list seats, yet a party with 4.9 per cent of list votes (but maybe no
constituency seats) being denied list seats.

The only parties to benefit from the three-seat alternative were the DP
in 1956 – though only thanks to an electoral pact with the CDU which
gave the DP ‘safe’ constituency seats without CDU competition – and the
PDS in 1994. In 1998 the PDS won sufficient second votes to qualify
without needing this alternative qualification. In 2002 it only won two
seats, but as it received below 5 per cent of list votes had no additional
seats awarded to it. Under the one-seat rule in 1949 and 1953 some small
parties benefited, but again sometimes electoral pacts with the CDU
played a role.
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Appendix 4

The official representative electoral statistics

Psephologists concerned with elections to the Bundestag have had the
benefit of a special form of data not found in many other democracies:
the official representative electoral statistics. These have been collected
since 1953, with the exceptions of the elections of 1994 and 1998, when
concerns about data protection gave rise to legislation prohibiting the col-
lection of such statistical information. These data are collected by the
Federal Statistical Office, based on representative samples of polling sta-
tions. In selected polling districts, ballot papers are coded with informa-
tion concerning (a) the gender and (b) the age-group of the voter. On this
basis, data can be collated concerning turnout for each age-group clas-
sified by gender, and regarding the party vote and any split-voting for the
same categories. Post-election validation exercises have found that the
samples chosen give outcomes very close to the actual result, after allow-
ance is made for postal voting (Jesse 1987: 232–3). Though gender and
age-group are only two of the many possible significant distinctive dem-
ographic and social characteristics which are required for analyses of
voting behaviour, they do provide useful data, and act as a reliable source
for cross-checking of survey data, for example.
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Appendix 5

The election of the federal president

The Basic Law provides for the method of election of the federal president.
The president is elected by an electoral college (the Bundesversammlung)
composed of (a) all the members of the Bundestag, plus (b) a number of
representatives from each Land equivalent to the number of seats in the
Bundestag allocated to each Land. Though these Land representatives are
normally drawn from Land parliaments, they can be prominent personal-
ities without a parliamentary seat. Representatives are allotted to the
parties according to the proportional strength of each party in the Land
parliament. For the election in 2004 there were 1,205 members of the
electoral college (one MdB died and it was too late for a replacement to be
nominated). There can be as many as three rounds of balloting. An abso-
lute majority of votes (in 2004: 603) is required for election on the first two
rounds; a simple majority is sufficient for election if a third round is
required. Once elected, a president can serve only two terms consecutively.
In 2004 the CDU–CSU had 539 votes; the SPD had 459; the Greens 90; the
FDP 83; the PDS 31; and there were three others. Horst Köhler, the candi-
date supported by the Christian Democrats and FDP, defeated Gesine
Schwan, supported by the left-wing parties, by 604 to 589 on the first
round of balloting. Presidential elections may be of importance directly:
the president has certain reserve powers as well as ceremonial and formal
powers broadly equivalent to a constitutional monarch, and possesses
influence that can be exercised publicly or ‘behind the scenes’. Examples
of such influence include Heuss’ veto of Dehler’s reappointment as Justice
Minister in 1953; Lübke’s openly expressed preference for a ‘grand coali-
tion’ in the 1960s; and von Weizsäcker’s critique of political parties in 1992.
They can be of indirect importance. The support of the CDU and CSU for
Heuss (leader of the FDP) as candidate for the presidency in 1949 was a
bargaining chip in coalition negotiations which led to the formation of the
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first coalition government. The FDP’s decision to support Heinemann
(SPD) rather than Schröder (CDU) in 1969 was a clear signal that the FDP
was available for the first time as a coalition partner for the SPD following
the Bundestag election later that year, should the outcome of the election
have permitted such a coalition.
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Appendix 6

d’Hondt or Hare–Niemeyer? 
That is the question

For Bundestag and Land parliament elections, there is a requirement that
seats be allocated proportionately among qualifying parties (i.e. parties
which have secured at least 5 per cent of list votes or, in Bundestag elections,
won three constituencies). However, vote shares will always mean that
parties will have entitlements to fractional parts of seats. How can a fair
method be devised to decide which parties obtain the last two seats when
they have, say, vote shares of 44.2, 42.6, 7.7 and 5.5 per cent? In a parliament
of 100 seats the first party will win 44 seats, the second party 42, the third
party 7 and the fourth party 5. This leaves two seats still to be allocated.

The d’Hondt method, used in Bundestag elections until a change in the
Electoral Law in 1985, lists the total votes for parties in order, then divides
the total vote by successive integers (1, 2, 3 . . .). For this result the
outcome would be:

Party A B C D

Vote 44.2 42.6 7.71 5.51, etc.
Divided by 2 22.1 21.3 3.55 2.55, etc.
Divided by 3 14.7 14.2 2.57 1.83, etc.

Taking the highest quotients, Party A wins the first seat, Party B the
second, Party A the third (22.1), Party B the fourth (21.3), etc.

Which party wins the 99th and 100th seats ? The vote-share of Party A
divided by 45 (i.e. one more than the 44 seats already allocated) gives a
quotient of 0.9822. That of Party B divided by 43 gives a quotient of
0.9906. Party C has a quotient of 0.9625 (i.e. 7.7 divided by 8) and Party
D a quotient of 0.9167 (5.5 divided by 6). So Party B wins the 99th seat,
Party A the 100th seat.
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Using Hare–Niemeyer, the outcome is different. This method uses an
equation:

Party seats = 

So, using the same percentages given in the d’Hondt example, the out-
comes would be as before: Party A 44 seats, Party B 42, Party C 7 and Party
D 5, but the remaining two seats would be awarded to the parties with the
highest fractional remainders: so Party C (0.7 remaining after seven seats
awarded) and Party B (0.6 remaining) would obtain the 99th and 100th
seats. Comparing the results:

A B C D

d’Hondt 45 43 7 5
Hare-Niemeyer 44 43 8 5

Total number of seats × votes for the party

Total number of votes
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Appendix 7 

The Bundesrat powers of veto

The Bundesrat is composed of representatives of the governments of the
Länder. Each Land has between three and six votes in the Bundesrat,
depending on population size. North Rhine-Westphalia and Bavaria have
six votes each, Hesse five and Bremen three, for example. These votes
must be bestowed as a package: a Land with five votes cannot, for
instance, give four votes in favour and one vote against a proposal because
coalition partners cannot agree. All five votes must be given one way or
another, or withheld entirely. The Bundesrat must give its consent to all
legislation. 

However, legislation is divided into two types. Legislation where the
consent of the Bundesrat is not necessary (nichtzustimmungsbedürftige
Gesetze) can be rejected by the Bundesrat, but if the Bundestag votes to
override the Bundesrat by an absolute majority it can do so. Should the
Bundesrat vote against legislation in this category by a two-thirds majority,
a similar two-thirds majority in the Bundestag is needed to override such a
veto. Legislation which in any way affects the powers and responsibilities of
the Länder requires the consent of the Bundesrat and its veto cannot be
overridden by the Bundestag (zustimmungsbedürftige Gesetze). Where such
a veto is exercised, the differences between the two chambers may be
resolved by means of the Mediation Committee (Vermittlungsauschuss)
composed of sixteen representatives of each chamber.

A two-thirds majority of the Bundesrat is also needed (with a similar
majority in the Bundestag) to pass amendments to the Basic Law.
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Appendix 8 

The Bundestag Election: 2005

The premature Bundestag election on 18 September 2005 was unusual for
seven reasons. First, the decision in May 2005 by Chancellor Schröder to
seek a premature dissolution of the Bundestag was a surprise. Second, the
validity of that decision required a verdict from the Constitutional Court.
Third, for the first time a female politician – Angela Merkel – was chan-
cellor-candidate. Fourth, for the first time since 1983 a new party was
likely to win seats in the Bundestag: the Left party, an alliance between the
PDS, led by Gysi, and – mainly western German – left-wing socialists led
by the former SPD leader, Lafontaine. Fifth, the result, especially for the
Christian Democrats, confounded all expectations, including those of the
leading opinion survey research firms. Sixth, the final result was not
known for a fortnight, since it depended on a postponed election in a
Dresden constituency. Seventh, a ‘grand coalition’ was the outcome, for
the first time following an election, and only the second time in the
history of the FRG.

Schröder decided to seek a dissolution of the Bundestag following the
election in North Rhine-Westphalia on 22 May 2005, which continued
the trend of disastrous Land election results for the SPD–Green party
coalition. Discontent in his own party concerning labour market reforms,
which his government sought to introduce, tempted Schröder to seek a
new mandate. This decision was not fully supported either within the
SPD or by many within the Green party. A schedule was conceived, which
was designed to lead to a Bundestag election on 18 September 2005 by
means of an artificial defeat in a vote of confidence in the government in
July, followed by a request to the president to dissolve the Bundestag.
However, two MdBs laid a complaint before the Constitutional Court.
This concerned the constitutionality of the decision by the federal presi-
dent to dissolve the Bundestag, since Schröder’s government still enjoyed
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a safe majority and indeed that majority passed legislation even after the
loss of the vote of confidence. In August, the Constitutional Court upheld
the decision of the president, in effect stating that the president could not
look beyond the fact of the defeat of the vote of confidence (Die Welt, 26
August 2005). This verdict seemed to grant the chancellor a power of dis-
solution which the Bundestag itself did not enjoy.

The decision by the Christian Democrats to confirm Merkel as chan-
cellor-candidate meant that a female and Protestant chancellor-candi-
date, and one originally from the GDR, would lead their campaign.
Apparently none of these personal characteristics made much difference
to voting behaviour, though Merkel’s decisions during the campaign,
especially concerning radical economic reforms such as a move towards a
simplified tax system, her unconvincing performance in the televised
debate against the chancellor and her lacklustre campaign style, probably
did cost votes. Though the Christian Democrats until the last days of the
campaign enjoyed a comfortable lead in opinion surveys and seemed
likely (though not certain) to be able to form a coalition with the FDP, the
result surprised most people. As anticipated, the SPD and Greens suffered
losses; the Left party composed of the PDS and left-wing socialists
obtained a substantial share of the vote; the FDP had an unexpectedly
good result. However, the Christian Democrats suffered a catastrophic
decline in vote-share and obtained their second-lowest share of the vote
since 1949. Their lead over the SPD was just one per cent and four
Bundestag seats. Consequently, the only realistic coalition combinations
which could command a majority were either a ‘grand coalition’ of the
CDU–CSU and SPD, or a novel coalition of the CDU–CSU, FDP and
Greens (called a ‘Jamaica coalition’ because the black, yellow and green
colours of that nation’s flag corresponded to the colours of the parties of
the prospective coalition). The SPD had reiterated that they would not
form a coalition containing the Left party. The ‘Jamaica’ option failed to
win enthusiasm from the Greens, so, after three weeks of bargaining
during which the SPD tried to insist on Schröder’s right to remain as
chancellor, it was agreed to form a ‘grand coalition’ under the leadership
of Merkel. The SPD obtained the same number of cabinet posts as the
CDU–CSU, including the important ministries responsible for justice,
finance and employment.

The Dresden election (postponed due to the death of a nominated can-
didate) produced some remarkable tactical voting. Many voters who sup-
ported the victorious CDU constituency candidate voted for the FDP list.
In this way they protected the surplus seats allocated to the CDU in
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Saxony. Had the CDU list won extra votes, one of its surplus seats would
have been lost. The SPD won nine surplus seats, the CDU seven. Eleven
of those seats were in eastern Germany.

Following the election in the Dresden constituency the final result was:
Christian Democrats 35.2 per cent (226 seats); SPD 34.2 per cent (222
seats); FDP 9.8 per cent (61 seats); Left party 8.7 per cent (54 seats);
Greens 8.1 per cent (51 seats). Turnout was 77.7 per cent.
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